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Properties of six-quark atatea are at present the centre

of interest in the few-body physics. One of the main propertied

of these atatea is their dimension. Since 6q-statea always re-

veal themselves on the background of the two-nucleon component

of the wave function it ia quite natural to try to observe thea

in kinematics when this background is strongly suppressed» The

formf actors of the deuteron L'Jand the tritium*- -let large momen-
2 '

turn transfer* Q seem to be quite adequate for thia purpose.

Such approach, however, suffers from a number of essential faults*

Pirst of all, the experimental data at large Q utilized as a

source of information have as a rule bad accuracy* Secondly, in

the large Q region essential contribution cosies from the meson-

1 exchange currents while their structure is poorly known at pre-

{ sent» thirdly (and this point seems to be the moat important

one} to determine the radius of a 6q-cluster one should know its

fornfactor at large momentum transfers* So find out the Q-depen-

deace of the six-quark-state formfactor one should in turn make

uee of acme model (e.g. a bag model) thus making the results

obtained even more ambigoua»

Another approach to the problem of the 6q-state radius is

to build the model of SH forces with the account of quark degrees

of freedom I- ••'i. Then the radius of the 6q-state is a fitting

parameter, its value being determined from the fit to the expe-

rimental US scattering phase shifts* However, such approach also

fails to yield reliable results since the quality of the fit is

weakly sensitive to the boundary condition radius* Kore thnn that

the relation of th<? latter to the radius of the 6q-cluster can

be found out only on the basis of additional and unsufficiently

justified assumptions*



In the present paper we determine the radius r of the

six-quark state with the J » 1
+
 quantum numbers from the data

on the radiatlre capture of polarized thermal neutrons by pro-

tone* The advantages of the approach we make use of are as fol-

lows» To begin with the dominant contribution to the effect

will be shown below to come from the nucleon radiation in the

exterior of the bag where ЯК interaction is generally assumed

to be known and to be described by some phenomenologlcal poten-

tial* Secondly» in the suggested approach the ^ -quanta with

definite and loir multipolarlty are radiated so that the gauge

invariance of results is readily checked* Pinally, the accuracy

of already existing experimental data is essentially better than

that of data for high-momentum transfers and in the nearest fu-

| ture can be drastically Improved,

] The value of r we determine from the data on the P-even

\ circular polarization of *§ -quanta radiated in the capture

; of the polarized thermal neutrons by protons

The dominant contribution to the amplitude of this process is

known to come from the capture in the 3
Q
 state with the radia-

tion of the magnetic dipole ^ -quantum*

At the sane time the capture from the triplet state of the

continuous spectrum is also possible with the radiation of 1Л1

and E2 photons.

The crucially important point la that provided the KIT inter-

action is described by some energy-independent potential the

capture from the triplet state is possible only owing to small

admixture of the D-wave both in initial and final states because

the wave functions of continuous and discrete spectra are
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orthogonal. Йге situation changes drastically when the wave

function is the sum of two components, i.e. the nucleon compo-

nent and the six-quark one. Since the orthogonality condition

concerning the eigenstates with different energies refers now

to the total wave function the nucleon components are no more

orthogonal. As a result the contribution of the nucleonlc sec-

tor to the amplitude of radiative capture changes. It goes with-

out saying that alongside with this the contribution to the amp-

litude corresponding to the radiation from the bag also emerges.

Hov/ever, the ТГО system and the six-quark cluster radiate in dif-

ferent ways. As a result the amplitude of the radiation capture

under consideration will differ from that of in the potential

case. The value of the circular polarization P«, will be gou-

o
verned by the radius r and generally speaking by the structure

of the 6q-bag. It should be emphasized that the presence of the

bag modifies the amplitude of the M1 transition for which the

Siegert theorem does not hold valid.

Tne role of the radiation capture from the triplet state

was discussed for the first time in ref.*• J. Lateron the contri-

bution of the "S..--U).. -*• deuteron amplitude to various charac-

teristics of the n(p
t
D)^ process was calculated in refA i.

However, &-.1 the characteristics considered in the quoted paper

are quadratic in the capture amplitude from the triplet state

ana for this reason are weakly sensitive to its value. As it wae

shown in ref.«- -«the circular polarization F« emerge a due to

interference between the capture amplitude from the singlet state

and that of from the triplet one. The approximate expression

relating ?u with tho admixture of D-wave in the deuteron Рт«

was derived in ref»
L
 -«with the account of M1 radiation only*'
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 • 6̂6 the circular polarization proves to be equal to

PM. • -1.35.10 to be compared to the experimental value\?\

P
e x
P , . (2,90 + 0.87).10"

3
 (1)

?he possibility to find out to what degree the nucleon wave

functions with different energies are nonorthogonal starting from

the experimental result (1) was noted for the first time in ref.

•- i. V/e have shown t4en in ref. «-'U that the dominant contributi-

on to P«. comes from the radiation of nucleons.

0

Aiming at the relation between Р„ and the radius r of the

3ix-quark bag we begin our consideration by discussion of the ge-

neral structure Gf the radiative (n,p) capture ampl^ude and the
r

properties of the six-quark wave function (Sect.1). In Sect,2 the

contribution of the nucleon radiation to P* is calculated while

0

in Sect.3 the radiation of ^ —quanta due to meson-exchange cur-

rents is considered. Sect.4 deals with the contribution of the

bag radiation to the circular polarization P^ . In Sect.5 the

0
obtained values of bag radius are discussed and in conclusion
the main results of the paper are presented in brief.

1. The structure of the six-quark-system wave function

and the amplitude of the radiative (n
t
p) capture

The amplitude of the radiative transition of a system from

the str-.te i, to the state 3- accompanied by the radiation of

a quantum having energy £O into the solid angle dlu. reads

(see ref.t123)
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where Ф* and A*f are the wave functions of the initial

and final states, p " is the projection of the moment'im opera-

tor of n-th particle onto the polarization vector of the wave,

к is the «rave vector of the quantum and r^is the radius-vector

of the n-th particle.

Let us discuss now the properties of the 6q-system wave func-

tion. We shall assume that when the distance С between centres

of mass of two 3q-clusters exceeds зоше value r their interaction

is described by some phenomenological potential. Such assumption

is made practically in all existing nodels of Ш! interaction

where quark degrees of freedom are taken into account.

As to the region r <: r
Q
 we shall i * the spirit of the hybrid

quark-baryon model*-* ̂ Jassune that here only 6q-component is I

present. Alternative possibility also exists when cluster compo- {

nent is non-zero also at r < r (see e.g. ref.*- - * ) . In this case

nucleons radiate also from the interior of the bag, however,

some assumptions concerning the properties of nucleons compres-

sed in a small volume are necessary to take it into account. So

to make our results more model-independent we shall take the

cluster and bag components to be spatially separated relegating

the reader to Sect.5 where we discuss briefly how our results ;

ar modified when Ш and 6q components of the wave function are j

non-orthogonal. J

Let us write the total six-quark wave function as follows j

where Ф
1
^ and 4»*V are the nucleon and the bag components

of the wave function and the subscript a = s,t,d labels the wave

functions of the singlet and triplet states of the continuous
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spectrum and that of the deuteron respectively.

The •4-
>c
*' wave function, is generally a linear combination

of the 6q-Dag eigenfunctions. In the low-energy region we can

content ourselves with, the account of the lowest bag state only
a,

thus substituting for ^ the normalized eigenfunction of

the six-quark bag. Since ф * 0 et r < r
Q
 and 4*X,

 =
 °

at r > r the radiation amplitude M consists of two terms
 K

where

The weight oL^^ of the 6q-component ia found from the continui-

ty of the wave function at r = г and is equal to

where ^^ are the v/ave functions calculated for the potential

V ™ operating at all r > 0.

Let us proceed now to the spin structure cf the amplitude
1
 M

and its relation to the circular polarisation ?» , Amplitude M
ГдТ б

(eq
6
(2)) can be shown to have the form

1
-J

(6)

Since the neutron is always captured into the dcuteron state

the second subscript c\, of the amplitude M jg assumed undor-

stood and dropped
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where 5^ and B^ are Pauli matrices acting on the spin varia-

bles of the neutron and proton respectively, Vu ~ L *? €-J

and h, e and S are the unit vectors directed along the magne-

tic and electric field of the quantum and its momentum respecti-

vely. The first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (6) corresponds to

the Ы1 transition with the change of spin, i.e. to the capture

from the S state while the second and the third terms corres-

pond to the M1 and Б2 capture from the triplet state of the con-

tinuous spectrum. The values of CU, (p and С parameters

are determined by quadratures of wave functions; their explicit

form will be presented below
e

2 2
Then the circular polarization up to small terms м b , с

reads*

P = - гСъ, v) ;—т (7)

where 5 is the neutron polarization.

So for the calculation of circular polarization Py, it is

necessary to determine (X , Ъ * CL- parameters.

2. Radiation of nucleons

Radiation of nucleons in the n + p -> D + ̂  capture is

described by the diagram in fig.1. She dominant contribution to

the capture amplitude of thermal neutrons comes from the capture

in the
 1
S

O
 state. It is gouverned mainly by one-nucleon amplitu-

des and provided the contribution of meson-exchange currents is

taken into account the theoretical result agrees with the experi-

mental value of the cross, section of the np-> D^ reaction with

an accuracy ь> i»5!Ji-
14
J. For this reason futheron we shall not

calculate the value of <X- extracting it from the total cross

section of the np~*D*£ reaction*
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The contribution of nucleon radiation to the parameters \>

and О ie expressed in terms of integrals of the radial wave

functions (see refA
1 2
J)

(8)

where U. and U» are the magnetic moments of the neutron and {

the proton respectively measured in nuclear magnetons, CO ie ^

the energy of T" -quantum equal to , recoil neglected, the bin- }

ding energy of the deuteron. The integrals J entering into eq. j

(8) read ;
I

о

(9b)

V/e write out for completeness also the contribution of the nuc-

leon component to the capture amplitude from the singlet state

The vrave functions u. and w+ in eqe.(9) are the solution

of the Schrcdingor equation at r ~> r with the boundary conditi-

on at г -V «=«=» as follows

do)
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where a+ is the scattering length in the triplet state, £> a

« — vuuk. ( i A n i > and £, is the mixing parameter of the

S1 and -UL waves.

For the HE potential at r > r we have taken Haraada-Johnstcn

^ • -"and the Keid aoft-core potential*- •»; the correspon-

ding deuteron wave functions are taken from quoted papers. Having

calculated the overlap integrals (S) we determine the contributi-

on of nucleon radiation to F»i. . The results for both potentials

proved to be very close so in. Table 1 only the results for the

Haciada-Johnston potential are presented. The contribution to IV

coming from the Ы1 nucleon radiation consists of two parts. Here-

after we call the component given by eq.(9b) the "potential"

one since it has a finite value even when the ШЗ potential is

energy-independent in contrast to the integral (9&) which vani-

ваеэ for such potential due to orthogonality of wave functions

belonging to continuous and discrete spectra*

In the conclusion of this section a remark concerning the

integral j!j
 J
 which measures the non-orthogonality of nucleon

wave functions is quite relevant. Since the total six-quark wave

functions corresponding to different energies are orthogonal

and the nucleon component of the wave function and the bag one

are spatially separated one can readily see that the following

expression Is valid

where according to eq.(5)
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So comparison of the values of the ji integral calculated

from eqs.(9) and (11) enables us to estimate the accuracy of

our calculations. It improves with г increasing and for the

characteristic value of r
0
 *t 1 P is about 45».

3» Meson-exchange currents

We calculate the contribution of meson-exchange currents

to ?v. uaing the well-known results of ref«L''i. Аз it was ей-

phasized in Sect,2 we determine only the capture amplitude from

the triplet state while extracting the value of CU which corres-

ponds to the dominant transition 3 —> deuteron from the expe-

rimental value of the np-^Df reaction сгозэ section.

Radiation due tc meson-exchange currents irx the case of cap-

ture from the triplet state has a number of peculiar properties

compared, to the widely discussed contribution of meson—exchange

currents to the capture amplitude froir. the 3inglet stated -i.

Let us begin with Born terms. Since in the transition under

consideration the isoscalar )t -quantum is radiated the ampli-

tude with the 0Г -meson emission vanishes* Besides in the

™ Упцг order the diagrams corresponding to the pair production by

Г 1

the photon are absent V- J. So when calculating the capture ampli-

tude from the triplet ssate non-zero contribution of Born terms

cornea only from the amplitudes accounting for nucleon recoil

(fig,2). As to non-Born terms their value ia closely related to

the assumptions concerning the properties of the 6q-bag» ?/e shall

assume that in the interior of the bag, i.e. at distanciea

г ̂  r
Q
 only quark degrees of freedom are of importance. Diffe-

rently stated this assumption implies that at small distancies
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r j; r there is neither nucleons nor mesons (another point of

view is alsc feasible when in the spirit of the cloudy bag node!

the df -meson wave function in the interior of the bag ia not

equal to zero). So we take into account only the most long-range

part of the non-Bora tenas corresponding to the diagram with the

C>Л 0 vertex (fig.3). In what follows the value of r proves

to be >, 1 ? enabling us to neglect selfconsistently the contri-

bution of diagrams not containing df -mesons, i.e. the diagrams

with the vertices of the Y Y % ( V = ^ , <o ) and сз 6> ft

type. More than that since m_.r ~^ 1 one can a priori expect

o\ о
that meson-exchange currents give small contribution to Pv and

0
neglected corrections due to radiation of heavy jiesons are o** no

importance at all.

Having this In mind one can rr.aking straightforward but cum-

bersome transformations obtain the contribution of meson-exchan-

ge currents to the captura amplitude from the triplet atate rea-

j ding

I where

\
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In eq.(i3) we have introduced the following notations

К,(хк ) (1 « 0,1,2} is the Е»;ззе1 function of 2nd kind and

я = m̂  • r . tfiunericnlly the parameter >̂ «* 0.40?.

The contribution of i.io«c»i-cxcfiange currents to the polari-

zation Pyi obtained frou eq.(i3) for different values of r
о

lo presented, in "Fable 1»

Concluding thie ecction v/e note *3i.it 'lia.^renjs corresponding

to radiation of mor-.опл cor.tri.Lute only to fche amplitude of the

K1 trttno.ttion thus uutorriaticiiily t-atiefylbg the requirorjento of

invar.: an ec,

4- Quark radletjon fron the bag

In Uect. 1 w«i iuivp (liccii.'u:f.-d the fi^ructure of the amplitude

of the r'-idir.tive n(p/D}^' c-ipture. Accordinc to eq.(4) the coii-

tribution of the ba,: r;.vMnii on to the capture :i;nplitudo from the

tr ip le t ota!"o reads

where 'Vi i 'ir-(-! !<be cir;or)fiJ:ict.3 опя of the Ga-Ъпг, '^iey f.ro

jimi one -шЛ ti:o so:.:с functirn lut c.-uc--'.latcd ut onor^ion diffe-

ring by the i'lcutevoi'i binding, cn^i'.ry, T}.o la t te r ia witch игл:'.11яг

than the Ьщ; ei^onorit-rjy я о wo ti;ke tuw coinciding tfiua obtaiT.;ir.,<
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Ihe H operator entering into eq.(i4) Is the one-particle

operator of quark radiation. Summation over radiating quarks

in eq. (14) by using the technique of coefficients of fractio-

nal parentage can be reduced to the summation over the states

of on« quark. The specific value of the radiation amplitude

depends upon the quark structure of tbe tag. One can readily

verify that fcr various assumptions concerning this structure

the amplitude proves to be snail» For this purpose it is ins-

tructive to calculate the ratio of the amplitude (14) and tne

capture amplitude from the singlet state* To sake the results

more lucid we taJce into account in the capture amplitude fronj

the S state only the nacleonie component resulting in the

ii 107* error. As.
a
uning the quarks in the bag to be пязкХезз

the ain^le dimensional parameter controlling the amplitude M

is the Ъа/j rp.dius r_ . One can readily see that the bag contribu-

where
 r
f is a пшг-ericsl factor depending upon the structure

of the bug»

The structure of the six-quark bag is unknovm. at present:

д ar.d з r-f- eonfigurations сал coexist» In the cacs* of the з

configuration only »1 quanta can Ъе radiated, thus аз it '.таз

stressed /ibove the requirements of the gauge ir.variance are au«*

tomatically natisfifidj s p~ configuration can emit also quadru-

pcle quanta. So to have зоне guide concerning the bag contribu-

tion to ?u 1st us o.ssune tliat all a is quark's are in the з-
л
,
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state. Then using the coefficients of fractional parenxage

calculated in ref. *- -lone can obtain thai; the parameter t>

for the Ъае with I(J~ ) = C(i
+
) quantum numbers is equal to

where

and сЛ is the energy of the quark in the bag cavity. For the

KIT bag model y
Q
 = 2.03 '- -J so that £_ = 0.304. Using these valu-

es we get readily froa eq.d5) that at ro ~ 1 P P^ t 2.10"5.

This velue ia almost two orders o* magnitude smaller than the

nucleon contribution to Py. . It goes without Haying that when

obtaining the estimate of the bag contribution rather rough ap-
9/

proxiraations have been made but extremely small va3.ue of F.
Ь

even at some enhancement of the quark radiation from the bag will

hopefully remain negligible compared to the contribution of the

nucieon component to Pu, ,

5* The radius of the six-quark bag

We have ccnaiuered the contributions of different mechanisms

to the value of circuler^-polariaation of ^ -quanta radiated in

the capture of polarized thermal neutrons by protons. The results;

of calculation» aoza collected in Table 1.

Tb» doainant contribution to Pu, comes from the nucleons

в

radiating in the exterior of the bag» It consistв of three compo-

nents. The firat one is duo to the "potential" radiation of nuc-

leone captured from the triplet otate and *8 non-zero only owing

to the admixture of D-waves both in. the initial and final states.
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It is gouverned by large internucleon distancies and for this

reason weakly depends upon the value of r
Q
. The same conclusion

holds valid for the second component of the nucleon radiation!

emission of quadrupole quanta. The contribution of 32 transiti-

ons is also practically independent ot r
0
. The third component

is due to non-orthogonality of the nucleon wave functions belon-

ging to discrete and continuous spectra. It becomes comparable

to the value of the "potential" component at r it 0.8 P and ra-

pidly grows vrilth r increasing. The contribution of meson-exchan-

ge currents makes small correction to that of nucleon radiation

and besides falls with the increase of r • As to the quark radia-

tion from the interior of the b&g it remains for all r
Q
's negli-

gible compared to the contribution coming from the nueleons.

According to this dependence of P* upon r proves to be a 3teep

function (fig.4). This circumstance enables us to determine the

value of r from the experimental data on P^ (see eq.dj)« '/aria-

0
tion of Pv- within one standard error provides an upper and lower

bounds for the radius r
fl
:

1.0 <. r
Q
 < 1.3 * (17)

The admixture of the six-quark bag in the deuteron wave function

corresponding to these values of r amounts to 7-1055»

The improvement of experimental accuracy of Рл would made it

possible to derive more stringent limitations on r .

The obtained value of r proves to be somewhat larger than

the radius of the six-quark bag found in refs; L
1
 »

2
j. Remind t

in these papers "*ho data on the deuteron and triton formfactors

at large momentum transfers are used to determine r « Advantages

of low-energy data as a basis for investigation of the properties

of the six-quark bag were discussed above in the Introduction.
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Let us now briefly discuss how our results are modified

if we abandon the assumption that quark and nucleon components

of the wave function are spatially separated. To be more concre-

te we shall do it on the example of the quark compound bag

model IP»
2O
J. in this model Ф*

1
* and ^p'V components of the

wave function (see eq.(3)) are essentially non-orthogonal. So

generally speaking the amplitude К of the the ^ -quantum radia-

tion contains two additional (compared to eq.(4)) terms corres-

ponding to the emission of the photon in the transition

nucleons 5^" bag» These two terms contain obviously a factor

c< . In the discussed model the value of oC proves to be ex-

tremely small: ©I.* (1-2).10~
2
 L

2 O
i, So with good accuracy addi-

tional terms in the amplitude 13 can be neglected. One can natu-

rally neglect also the contribution earning from the bag radiati-

on which is proportional to d • &or these reasons the circular

polarization Pu in the quark compound bag model is determined

exclusively by the properties of the nucleonic component. Since

in this model the latter is non-zero at all r"> 0 and (the point

which ie important for calculation of P» } also at г-С т the

radiation of nucleons being close to each other should necessari-
be

iyTaken into account. The properties of the nucleons situated

at distancies г 2.1 ? are generally speaking unknown. In parti-

cular they can be polarized, this phenomenon revealing itself in

the difference of the magnetic moments of such nucleons from that

of for free ones» Conservative but nevertheless additional assump-

tion being aade that this is not the case, the value of Рл is

0

expreaaed aa above in terms of radial integrals (9) the mam dif-

ference being that the integration is extended up to r - 0*

parameters of HH potential (and consequently of the
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wave function it generates} in the quark compound bag model are

fixed by fitting ПН scattering phase shifts to its experimental

values. The set of fitting parameters includee also the radius

of the bag r
Q
. For this reason comparison of P* calculated In

the model to the experimental value (1) proves to be the

sensitive test of the model (see also •*->). The results of such

investigation will be reported elsewhere.

Conclusion

We have considered the dimension of the six-quark system

which can be extracted from the experimental data on circular

polarization Рм of ft -quanta radiated in the capture of polari-

zed thermal neutrons by protons* Since in all existing models of

UN interaction taking into account quark degrees of freedom the

admixture of six-quark bag is small the value of P* with good

accuracy is determined, by the radiation of nucleons In. the

n(p,D) $ capture from the triplet state. Ihla radiation con-

sists of three components: quadrupole radiation, "potential" 111

radiation and the magnetic dipole radiation due to the non-ortho-

gonality of the continuous and discrete spectra. The two first

of them are gouverned by large intemucleon distancies and prac-

tically do not depend on r
Q
 (see Sable 1), The degree of non-

orthogonality of JTO wave functions la controlled completely by

the presence of the bag and the corresponding contribution of

nucleon radiation to PA*, proves to be rapidly varying function

of r
Q
« Owing to this it proved possible to determine the radi-

us of six-quark bag from the experimental data on the circular

polarization*
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The authors are indebted to E.Kh.Akhmedov, D.P.Grechukhin

and Yu.A«S±raonov for useful diecussions.



Table 1

Contribution of different meohanisme to the circular polarization Pi*. ( *• 1Q~
3
)

Bag radius r
Q
 (P) 0,7 0.8 0.9 1,0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

"Potential" M1 radiation _ 1 и 8 д ^.154 -1.106 -1.048 -0.984 -0.918 -0,851 -0.785
of r.ucleons

Quedrupole radiation of

nucloons +0.370 +0.370 +.370 +0,370 +0.371 +0.373 +0.374 +0.376

Contribution due to non-

orthogonality of nuoleon -0.100 -0,361 -0,762 -1.285 -1,907 -2.618 -3,373 -4.164

wave functions

Contribution of iaeson-

exchange currents
 + 0

'
1 8 5 + 0

«
1 5 4 + 0

«
1 1 4

 +
0
'

0 8 2 + 0
' °

5 4 + 0
-°

3
°
 + 0
*

0 1 0
 °'°

The total value of

polarization " ° -
7 3 4

 - ° '
9 Э 1
 -

1
*

3 8 4
 -

1
'

8 8 0
 ~

2
*

4 6 5
 "

3
-

1 3 3
 -

3
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?ig*1« Diagram describing the radiation of nucleons In the

capture
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4
\

5"ig»2. Diagrams of meson-exchsnge cjurrents corresponding to the

recoil of nuclsona

IT
ч

P "

or J
1
i

?ig.3. Diagram describing the contribution ot non-Born terms

to ^ -quantum radiation
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4.0 -

ш/тш/////ш/мшшшш
Ш/ШЙШ/ШЛттшшжт/ж
тшж.

1.0

0.7 0.S 1.1

Pig.4. Impendence of P« on the radius of the six-quark bag г .

shaded area correeponda to the experimental value

of one standard deviation
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